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WHS ADELAIDE - QUARTERLY UPDATE

WE’RE IN THE CBD!
Stratton Safety is based in the
Adelaide CBD as of 9 April 2018
at Level 3, 97 Pirie Street.
We’re just an email or phone call
away!
Mob: 0405 321 874

ISO 45001: NEXT STEPS?
The final draft of “ISO 45001:

Occupational health and safety
management systemsRequirements with guidance for
use” has been ratified.

WHEN “IT” HITS THE FAN
What is your plan in the event of
a significant incident or a breach
of a duty of care under the WHS
legislation?

What does this mean for
standards compliant companies?

How do you engage staff in
improving health and safety
systems without increasing legal
exposure?

Read more below

Read more on Page 2

Email: admin@strattonsafety.com.au

ISO 45001: WHAT’S DIFFERENT?
Transitioning from AS/NZ 4801 to ISO 45001 should be
manageable for standards compliant organisations. ISO
45001 is closely aligned to modern Australian WHS law,
recognising “top management” roles, “shared duties” and
the nature of consultation.
There are differences that may impact on WHS
management systems … (Continued on Page 2)
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We’re in the Adelaide CBD
Integrating health and safety with business systems contributes
to sustainable productivity and meaningful work.
Let us help with legislative compliance, effective management
systems and establishing mechanisms for improvement and
development.
When challenges arise, we conduct WHS investigations and
implement effective responses to Regulator improvement and
prohibition notices.

ISO 45001: WHAT’S DIFFERENT?

(F r o m P a ge 1)

For example, ISO 45001;






Has a much greater emphasis on working systematically
Emphasises integration of management systems
Recognises multi-employer workplaces, requiring proactive coordination
Describes the Hierarchy of Controls differently to the national model WHS legislation
Supports a more context-dependent interpretation of “continual improvement”

Contact Stratton Safety to initiate an introduction to ISO 45001 for your management team
www.strattonsafety.com.au/

admin@strattonsafety.com.au

M: 0405 321 874

WHEN “IT” HITS THE FAN
Work place injury and significant near-misses are all too common. So too are worker complaints about coworker or management conduct. Business owners and executives are exposed to individual prosecution if
management systems provide inadequate protection to workers. Contact us for more information.
Control your risk
Monitor and test management systems for effectiveness
Seek preventative advice from the Regulator (i.e. SafeWork SA)
Manage incidents and injured worker(s) to minimise further harm
Report to Regulator if incidents are “notifiable”
Contact a legal services provider with WHS expertise to conduct an internal and privileged investigation
Implement relevant corrective actions from internal and external investigations
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